Circadian clocks influence most aspects of physiology and behavior, so perhaps it is not surprising that circadian oscillators exist in nearly all mammalian cells. These cells remain synchronized to the outside world in hierarchical fashion, with a "master clock" tissue in the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus receiving light input from the retina and then conveying timing information to "slave" clocks in peripheral tissues. Recent research has highlighted both the similarities and differences between central and peripheral clocks and provided new insight into their communication. Above all, however, this parallelism of clockwork has provided a unique opportunity to study at the cellular level a regulatory mechanism that affects complex behaviors.
INTRODUCTION
In most organisms, circadian rhythms have a key role in the regulation of numerous aspects of physiology and behavior. The circadian clock can be found in organisms ranging from cyanobacteria to complex vertebrates such as mouse and zebra fish. Although the evolutionary advantage of maintaining such a molecular clock is still controversial, it is clear that it confers a fitness advantage for some simple organisms under selective pressure. For example, cyanobacteria that possess an oscillator with a period length tuned to their environment easily outgrow those that do not (Woelfle et al. 2004) , and the endogenous period length of wild fruit flies has been shown to change with latitude (Costa et al. 1992) . In more complex organisms, mutations in clock genes can lead to cancer and infertility (Fu et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2004 ) and are correlated with various depressive and sleep disorders (Cermakian and Boivin 2003) . It is unclear, however, whether these phenotypes are related directly to the clock or to other functions of clock genes.
At least in metazoan organisms, the circadian clock was for a long time believed to be a complex neuronal phenomenon. A central clock tissue-the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the brain hypothalamus in mammals, the pineal gland in birds and reptiles, and the lateral neurons of Drosophila-was believed to synchronize circadian processes throughout the body via presumably electrical cues to other brain regions. The first evidence that these cues might be primarily hormonal in nature came from pioneering work by Silver et al. (1996) , who showed that an implanted SCN encased in porous plastic material could rescue the circadian rhythms of an SCNlesioned animal. Other experiments revealed that the basis of this clock is actually cell-autonomous and nonelectrical (Welsh et al. 1995) .
Soon afterward in 1997, S.A. Kay's group showed that in D. melanogaster, explanted parts of the body possess independent photoreceptive circadian clocks (Plautz et al. 1997) . Cell-autonomous circadian clocks were operative throughout the body. Even serum-shocked immortalized rat fibroblasts, isolated over 35 years previously, were observed to have circadian expression of clock genes (Balsalobre et al. 1998) . Subsequent experiments with transgenic Per1::luciferase rats showed that these clocks in fact exist in most tissues of the mammalian body (Yamazaki et al. 2000) .
Many further investigations by numerous laboratories have demonstrated that the molecular principle of circadian clocks in metazoans is probably based on interlocking negative transcriptional feedback loops within the cell (Bell-Pedersen et al. 2005) . In simpler organisms, each cell-autonomous clock is individually light-sensitive and is therefore independently entrained by the environment. In mammals, however, this synchronization happens in strictly hierarchical fashion to ensure that clocks throughout the whole organism remain properly synchronized. First, an external timing cue (principally light) sets the phase in the central pacemaker, the SCN. This bilateral nucleus contains several thousand independently cycling but locally coupled neurons. Subsequently, the SCN projects its rhythms onto cell-autonomous clocks of similar mechanism in peripheral tissues. The result is synchronous circadian transcription in peripheral tissues with a constant phase delay compared to the SCN (Fig. 1) .
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL OSCILLATORS
Despite increasing knowledge of the mechanism of the circadian clock and its entrainment, the way in which it controls circadian physiology and gene expression is far from clear. The basic signaling between the core oscillator and peripheral clocks probably involves a mixture of direct hormonal cues such as glucocorticoids and indirect cues such as cyclic body temperature and food metabolites (Damiola et al. 2000; Le Minh et al. 2001; Stokkan et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2002) . Although each of these cues can phase-shift peripheral oscillators without affecting the central clock in the SCN, the elimination of the circadian pattern in any one of these signals does not result in the loss of peripheral circadian gene expression. Hence, each of these signals is either redundant or unimportant to circadian synchrony in vivo.
Recent research has even challenged the established hierarchy between the core oscillator and peripheral clocks. For example, the expression of the clock gene Per1 could be directly induced in the adrenal gland via light in an SCN-dependent mechanism, suggesting the existence of a "shortcut" directly from light to some peripheral clocks. An intact sympathetic nervous system was essential to this process (Ishida et al. 2005) . Tissue-specific clock disruptions have confirmed the existence of such direct circuits. Genetic disruption of circadian rhythms in liver results in the abolition of circadian transcription of some liver genes, but not of others, including the clock gene Per2 (Kornmann et al. 2007) . Similarly, the section of the vagus nerve resulted in elimination of oscillations both in Per2 expression and in acetylcholine receptor protein levels in the respiratory tract (Bando et al. 2007) .
The current working model for circadian clocks is thus a multifaceted one in which the SCN communicates with peripheral oscillators via several pathways. These peripheral oscillators can in turn directly control circadian genes either via transcription factor cascades or via the same cisacting elements that control clock genes in general. Finally, some further peripheral circadian gene expression and physiology appears to be controlled not by peripheral clocks, but directly by the SCN via nervous stimuli.
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL OSCILLATORS
Considerable speculation has centered on the fundamental nature of clock architecture in SCN neurons and in other tissues. The same basic oscillator components exist in both central and peripheral oscillators, and both are capable of robust cell-autonomous oscillations. Most genetic mutations that affect central oscillator function have similar qualitative effects upon peripheral oscillators (Yagita et al. 2001; Pando et al. 2002) . Nevertheless, these effects are often exaggerated in peripheral oscillators, pointing to possible differences. For example, deletion of the Per1 gene results in a shortening of the circadian period of behavior by 1 hour, but the period of circadian gene expression in isolated Per1 -/-fibroblasts is 4 hours shorter (Brown et al. 2005b) .
One possible reason for this difference could arise at the level of expression of clock components themselves. For example, it has recently been shown that deletion of the important circadian transcriptional activator CLOCK in mice does not abolish circadian behavioral rhythmicity (Debruyne et al. 2006) . These authors speculate that in the SCN, the function of CLOCK can be substituted by the NPAS2 protein (Debruyne et al. 2007) . Because NPAS2 shows a tissue-specific expression pattern, one might suppose that explanted peripheral tissues that do not express NPAS2 would be severely attenuated even though the SCN was not.
Another obvious difference between SCN and peripheral oscillators is that whereas explanted SCN oscillators appear to possess the ability to continue oscillations indefinitely, oscillators in explanted peripheral tissues dampen rapidly (Yamazaki et al. 2000; Yoo et al. 2004 ). In principal, this experimental observation could arise either through attenuation of clock oscillations in each cell or via gradually increasing desynchrony among clocks in adjacent cells due to differences in cellautonomous endogenous period length. Fluorescent or bioluminescent imaging of fibroblast cells in culture firmly supports the latter hypothesis: Individual fibroblasts show long-duration circadian oscillations (each of slightly differing period) but fail to synchronize to one another without external stimuli (Nagoshi et al. 2004; Welsh et al. 2004) . Although fibroblasts in culture clearly lose synchrony, the same question is less clear in vivo. Confirming the in vitro experiment above, SCN-lesioned hamsters show constant, intermediate levels of clock genes in peripheral organs, an observation that implies cellular desynchrony within each organ (Guo et al. 2006) . In contrast, SCN-ablated mice after several days display large phase differences in individual tissues of an animal and among different animals, suggesting the opposite ).
This discrepancy aside, the clearly superior synchrony among SCN neurons compared to peripheral cells and tissues is likely the result of better intercellular coupling, rather than greater clock precision. Dissociated SCN neurons, like fibroblasts, demonstrate significant heterogeneity in period length and phase (Welsh et al. 1995 (Welsh et al. , 2004 . In intact SCN tissue, three clearly defined intercellular coupling methods exist: gap junctions, peptidergic signaling using the VIP neuropeptide and the VPAC2 receptor, and GABA signaling. Elimination of either of these first two pathways results in significant circadian impairments in vivo (Liu and Reppert 2000; Harmar 2003; Long et al. 2005; Maywood et al. 2006) . Connections between different body clocks and their influence on other oscillators. In the hypothalamus (blue), the master clock sitting in the SCN is composed of pacemaker neurons (purple) which are interconnected and synchronized by neuropeptidergic signals and/or gap junctions via astrocytes (green) or neurons (purple). Light perceived via the retina and downstream signaling through the retinohypothalamic tract ( yellow), is responsible for adjusting clock phase in the pacemaker neurons. In peripheral clocks (light blue), as an example the liver clockwork, entrainment is mainly dependent on SCN downstream signaling via the sympathetic nervous system, hormones, and environmental cues (e.g., glucocorticoids).
functional alleles, such an ES cell differentiation approach could be used as a rapid screen for new X-linked clock genes (E. Kowalska and S.A. Brown, unpubl.) .
Fibroblast oscillators have also been used as functional tools to identify the underlying mechanism of human mutations that cause circadian disorders. For example, familial advanced sleep phase syndrome (FASPS) has been mapped in one family to a point mutation in the Per2 locus (Toh et al. 2001) . By expressing the mutant allele in fibroblasts, Vanselow et al. (2006) were recently able to characterize the nature of this defect at a molecular level, as well as to recapitulate the advanced phase of the behavioral phenotype of this mutation by measuring the transcriptional phase of FASPS fibroblast cells under entrained conditions.
OUTLOOK: POTENTIAL USES OF PERIPHERAL CLOCKS TO CHARACTERIZE HUMAN DISORDERS
Such an application of peripheral cells to verify or study human phenotypes could potentially impact patient care and diagnosis in a clinical setting. Although the human circadian oscillator has been characterized extensively at a behavioral level, the difficulty and cost of maintaining subjects under controlled conditions to effect these measurements prevent their widespread use. Easily available peripheral tissues (blood, skin, hair) could provide a useful proxy. Primary cells from these tissues can be infected with lentiviral or adenoviral reporter vectors that permit bioluminescent readout of circadian gene expression, thereby enabling the investigator to monitor different properties of the molecular clock and characterize its function (Brown et al. 2005b ).
For such studies to be possible, it is important to establish the relationship between circadian properties measured in peripheral tissues such as fibroblasts and those measured via human behavior. Although initial studies have shown excellent correlations between behavior in mice and the molecular properties of fibroblasts, further studies in human beings are necessary to validate these conclusions. Fibroblast period length per se is influenced by culture conditions such as temperature and the concentration of serum in their growth medium. Nevertheless, cells displaying short-and long-period lengths seem to retain their relative values under all conditions (Fig. 2) . Thus, although comparisons of values from different laboratories may prove problematic, the assay as a whole shows great promise.
Specifically, peripheral oscillators as a model system might permit screening of patients with sleep disorders to determine which are due to molecular defects in the circadian clock. When peripheral cell cultures are kept under constant growth conditions, an estimate of free-running period length can be obtained. By placing them in entrained conditions-e.g., 24-hour temperature cyclesone can then look at entrained phase. It will be interesting to see how both of these properties correspond to behavior in human subjects. Finally, by using these properties as quantitative traits in human pedigrees or populations, genetic linkage or association studies should be possible, Current views divide the SCN into at least two functional suboscillators: the dorsal SCN and the ventral SCN. Interrupting the connection between them results in loss of synchrony in the dorsal part of the SCN but leaves the ventral part perfectly synchronized (Yamaguchi et al. 2003) . It is thought that the ventral SCN receives timing information from the retinohypothalamic tract and subsequently communicates this information to the dorsal SCN neurons. Such a bipartite organization might further stabilize SCN oscillation.
Altogether, experimental evidence and mathematical modeling suggest that intercellular coupling could explain the resistance of the SCN-and by inference circadian behavior-to mutations that more severely attenuate peripheral oscillators of similar molecular makeup (Bernard et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2007 ).
PERIPHERAL OSCILLATORS AS PROBES OF CIRCADIAN CLOCK FUNCTION
Differences in both clock gene expression and intercellular coupling likely exist between peripheral and central oscillators. Nevertheless, self-autonomous peripheral clocks could provide an important model system for the elucidation of many aspects of clock function that are more difficult or impossible to study in the central SCN oscillator itself, especially in human beings. In principle, peripheral clocks provide two advantages over the study of the whole organism or of the central clock in the SCN: accessibility to experimental manipulation and availability in homogeneous large quantities. Multiple laboratories have exploited these aspects for both biochemical and genetic studies into the mammalian circadian oscillator.
For example, by labeling the clock protein PER1 with peptide epitopes and then expressing it in fibroblasts, our laboratory was able to purify a PER1-containing protein complex that contained cryptochromes (proteins previously identified as important to clock function), as well as two other novel proteins, WDR5 and NONO. Fibroblasts were then used as easy model systems in which to study the function of these two proteins. RNA interference (RNAi)-based knockdown of NONO protein levels demonstrated NONO to be essential to circadian rhythms in these cells, and knockdown of WDR5 demonstrated that this protein was necessary for histone methylation at circadian clock loci (Brown et al. 2005a) .
Of course, the observation that WDR5 and NONO are important to clock function in fibroblasts does not permit an immediate generalization to the whole organism. The final "acid test" of validity remains the analysis of the whole organism. Usually, this test is performed via a mouse knockout model. Such a knockout is generated by homologous recombination in embryonic stem (ES) cells, which are then injected into a mouse blastocyst to create a chimera-a time-consuming and costly process. Because these ES cells are pluripotent, their differentiation into other cell types that exhibit circadian rhythmicity permits the rapid screening of generated cells for circadian phenotypes, at least if the targeted gene has a phenotype at the heterozygous or hemizygous level. Coupled with "gene-trap" approaches to generate non-enabling the discovery of modifier loci for human chronotype.
Recent studies all highlight the extent to which circadian clocks impact not only behavior, but also cellular processes such as cell division and metabolism. Peripheral oscillators could also provide an excellent model system in which to study these phenomena-for example, the involvement of the circadian clock in DNAdamage checkpoint control, whose disregulation leads to cancer (Collis and Boulton 2007) . Further investigations will undoubtedly ascertain not only the potential, but also the limits of this exciting model system. 
